
Essential Covers

Boom Covers

Stackpack Covers

Dolphin Covers offer different style boom covers to suit your requirements. We offer the basic shaped cover, 
stackpacks designed to be used with lazyjacks and even a style with detachable side awnings which double up as a 
sun shade.

Dolphin stackaway covers are made to a one piece design so there is no separate hood to remove. The cover clips 
together between the slides and the mast to produce a good fit, stopping the cover flapping in the wind. The front 
section of the cover is designed to tuck back on itself when sailing. These covers are designed to fit the existing 
number on lazyjacks on your boat. To help support the sides to the cover and keep its designed shape we supply 
one piece battens which are stiffer than the 2 or 3 piece battens with connectors that many other manufacturers 
supply.

For the cruiser/racing customer you can upgrade the cover to have roll away clips added, this will allow you to easily 
detach or pull the lazyjacks forward and roll the cover sides away and clip them against the boom. This option cuts 
down on the windage on the cover sides and also allows better viewing of the mainsail sail shape.

If you don’t wont to purchase a separate awning we have come up with an innovative design which has roll away 
sides to be zipped onto the cover creating an awning that fixes down to the stanchion/guardrail tops. This is very 
popular with customers who are spending a lot of time cruising in the UK.



Furling Genoa Sock Cover
If your furling genoa does not have a UV sunstrip fitted then Dolphin can supply a genoa sock cover to suit.

Dolphin genoa socks are made from WeatherMax 80, which is considerably lighter in weight than acrylic but more 
importantly WeatherMax is breathable. This will reduce the potential of mildew on your sail.

The cover is hoisted on the spare genoa or spinnaker halyard, a zip runs the entire length of the cover to keep it 
fastened together. To stop the cover flapping once hoisted, just pull on the twin two part lacing system to draw in 
the excess cloth. This line is then fastened at the tack/base of the furler to retain the tension.

Measurements
Measurement Size in mm
Maximum luff length of sail
Circumference of furled sail at clew

Height of clew when furled above tack
Colour required

The above measurements are required for each genoa sock cover that is needed.



Individual Wheel & Pedestal cover

Combined Wheel & Pedestal cover

Wheel & Pedestal Covers
Protect your boat’s wheel and pedestal from the damage caused by the elements and UV especially if sailing in 
hotter climates or when leaving the boat for long periods of time. Dolphin have different solutions depending on 
whether the boat requires one cover to encase both the wheel and pedestal or you need to have two indivual 
covers to suit.

Dolphin can supply a comprehensive self-measurement form which can be submitted in order for us to design 
your sail cover.



Table Covers

Winch Covers
Finish off the look of your yacht with a set of matching winch covers. Our winch covers are designed to protect the 
winches from the elements. They are manufactured with a non-slip grip lining and elastic to ensure that they are a 
snug fit and don’t blow off in a breeze.

These are also made from WeatherMax 
in order for us to colour match against 
your existing canvas work.

Elastic stitched around the centre and 
base of the winch to produce a snug fit 
so as not to blow off in the wind.

Non slip material is stitched around the 
base in order for the cover to grip to the 
winch.

Measurements

Dolphin Sails, 
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Measurement Size in mm
Ø-A
Ø-B
Ø-C
Ø-D
A1
B1
C1
Sheet cut out required
Colour

Cockpit tables are a must for dining and entertaining while on your yacht. They also are one of the main items that 
get heavily affected by the elements and UV. It is costly to have your table refurbished and re-varnished over time, 
so to save on these costs we offer custom table covers to suit. Our covers can be designed to accommodate 
ease of access to any storage or built fridges that your table may have.

 

The above measurements are required for each winch cover that is needed. The colour will also
need to be supplied along with the height of any plinths to which individual winches are fitted.


